Famous quality. Superb detail. And the fun of collecting never stops!

For so many years, ‘MATCHBOX’ cars have been famous for their quality and their realistic attention to detail.

That’s what has made ‘MATCHBOX’ cars the choice of keen collectors in countries all over the world!

Have you started your ‘MATCHBOX’ collection yet? Or have you seen the new models you can add to your collection? There are 75 models to choose from and there are new ones added each year. Once you’re a ‘MATCHBOX’ collector, the fun never stops!
You’ll find genuine ‘MATCHBOX’ cars wherever you see this distinctive easy-serve stand. And all the cars are in the new ‘MATCHBOX’ see through pack. You can see the great designs, gleaming colour schemes and superb detail! The only problem then is choosing which one to buy. They all look terrific!
There's always something new and exciting to look forward to when you're a 'MATCHBOX' collector. There are 75 models in the range but that range keeps changing from year to year. Sometimes, we change the colour scheme of a particular model. At other times, we'll phase out models and bring in new ones in their place. So check the range and see what's new. And look for other new models to be released during 1984!

You can keep this catalogue as a record of your collection. Just tick the boxes as you collect each model in the range.

MB-1 DODGE CHALLENGER
MB-2 S2 JET
MB-3 PORSCHE TURBO
MB-31  MAZDA RX-7
MB-32  EXCAVATOR
MB-33  POLICE MOTOR CYCLIST
MB-34  CHEVY PRO STOCKER
MB-35  ZOO TRUCK
MB-36  REFUSE TRUCK
MB-37  MATRA RANCHO
MB-38  MODEL 'A' VAN
MB-39  ROLLS ROYCE* SILVER SHADOW MKII
TERRIFIC NEW MODELS FOR RELEASE DURING 1984.

- CHRYSLER DAYTONA
- DODGE VAN
- MOBILE CRANE
- GROUP C RACER
- FIRE ENGINE
- PETERBILT TANKER
THE ‘MATCHBOX’ CONVOY JUST KEEPS ON ROLLIN’!

‘MATCHBOX’ Convoy models – top value in trucks! Fantastic detail and quality. And a fabulous range to choose from – with separate prime movers and rigs. Roll on with the ‘MATCHBOX’ convoy! Top quality. Top value. Collect the entire set and have a Convoy all your own!

CY-1 □ KENWORTH* CAR TRANSPORTER
CY-2 □ KENWORTH* ROCKET TRANSPORTER
This year, we’re adding new models to the Convoy range. You liked ’em so much last year. Now there are even more terrific trucks to choose. These new models will join the Convoy during 1984. Watch out for them!

During 1984 a new Kenworth* and a new Peterbilt* will join the Convoy.

**Matchbox**

**Convoy**

*CY-11* KENWORTH* HELICOPTER TRANSPORTER

*CY-12* AIRCRAFT TRANSPORTER

*CY-13* EXTENDING LADDER FIRE ENGINE
COLLECTORS CARRY CASES

Once you start collecting ‘MATCHBOX’ cars and Convoy trucks, you need a place to keep 'em neat, safe and tidy. Well, how about the great range of Carry Cases ‘MATCHBOX’ has available for 1984! ‘MATCHBOX’ models not included with Carry Cases.

CC-24 □ 'TOOL BOX' STYLE HOLDS 24 ‘MATCHBOX’ MODELS

CC-36 □ 'LORRY' STYLE HOLDS 36 ‘MATCHBOX’ MODELS
‘MATCHBOX’ Carry Case Garage

It holds 18 ‘MATCHBOX’ cars and doubles as a great play base for your collection as well! There’s rooftop parking, a helipad and pushbutton ejectors to bring the cars back out of their parking bays. Great fun and a really neat idea as well! For carrying and storage, the ramps slide in out of the way.
Steering Wheel Carry Case!

It looks like the wheel from an imported sports car! But then it opens up to reveal your ‘MATCHBOX’ cars inside! Steering Wheel Carry Case has room for 20 cars. It’s another exciting new idea from ‘MATCHBOX’!

Convoy Carry Case

Convoy Carry Case holds 8 Convoy trucks in this specially designed big-truck carry case. A great idea to keep your collection of ‘MATCHBOX’ Convoy Trucks handy when visiting your friends!
There's a toll booth with a lifting gate. A spring-operated elevator to bring the cars to their rooftop parking spot. There's a heliport and a full colour driveway playmat. City Garage is a great way to get even more fun from your 1-75 models. Supplied with pressure sensitive decals so you can give it that final realistic touch! Models extra.
There's a whole sky full of excitement with the Skybusters range! They're rugged, die cast aeroplane models with just the sort of accurate detail you expect from ‘MATCHBOX’. Everything from seaplanes to Airbuses to supersonic jet fighters! Get the whole set! Skybusters are sky-high with excitement!
These are the beautifully made models of the old timers – the cars, vans and trucks that take you back to the days when each vehicle had its own character, its own distinctive personality. Ideal collectors’ pieces. This range of beautifully decorative show pieces makes an eye-catching display in your bedroom or Dad’s study, den or bar. A great gift for someone special.

Y-1 □ 1936 JAGUAR SS100

Y-3 □ CARNATION TANKER (RELEASE SEPT.)
In 1984, 3 completely new models will be added to the range.

Y-26 LOWENBRAU BEER LORRY (RELEASE MAY)

Y-27 FODEN STEAM LORRY (RELEASE AUGUST)

Y-28 UNIC TAXI (RELEASE NOV.)
LIMITED EDITIONS

Collectors’ Note: In addition to our standard range of models, each year, we release special Limited Edition models. Here are the new old timers we’re adding to the range. Keep in touch with your ‘MATCHBOX’ retailer for release dates and model numbers.

Y5 □ DUNLOP (RELEASE SEPT.)

Y22 □ MAGGI (RELEASE APRIL)

Y22 □ TOBLERONE (RELEASE JULY)
REPLICAS OF HIGH-SPEED RACING CARS!

Here they are! Turbo Chargers – the most exciting new addition to the ‘MATCHBOX’ range in years! They’re big, die cast models of racing cars – a whole set of them for you to collect and stage your own races! Beautifully detailed and brilliantly painted, Turbo Chargers look fast just standing still!
BEST OF THE BIG ONES!

SuperKings. A big-scale range of fine detail cars, trucks and motorbikes. Many with working features and extras, for hours of imaginative play and fun, many models are a complete playset on their own.
K-19 SECURITY TRUCK
K-39 SNORKEL FIRE ENGINE
K-69 JAGUAR AND CARAVAN
K-31 PETERBILT CONTAINER TRUCK
K-103 □ TANKER TRUCK
(RELEASE MAY)

K-104 □ RANCHO RESCUE SET
NEW DURING 1984

K-105 □ PETERBILT TIPPER (RELEASE SEPT.)

K-109 □ PETROL TANKER (RELEASE NOV.)

K-110 □ FIRE ENGINE (RELEASE NOV.)
It's all high speed, non-stop excitement with this range of 'MATCHBOX' toys! This is where the action really is! If you're looking for speed, power, thrills and excitement, here's where you'll find them: in the Action Vehicle Range from 'MATCHBOX'!
They’ll go just about anywhere! The powerful motor changes from two wheel drive for high speed running to four wheel drive for the rough stuff! You’re in control with the gear lever on top! You can even put ’em in neutral for free wheeling fun! There’s a full range of Tri-Ex models, including the dynamic new “A-TEAM” models, from the action packed new TV hit series! (Batteries not included).
Slip in the key. Press the trigger release and pow! You've got the hyperspeed Burnin' Key Cars.

Powerful spring action shoots them across the floor at racing speed! Also available in truck and motorbike models.
A range of detailed die cast cars, each featuring a central locking system, plus real rubber tyres and doors that open and close. But best of all, nobody else can play with them because you have the key to the central locking system to lock doors and wheels! There are twelve models to collect.
The high speed big bikes that started it all! The sturdy ripcord and high revving gyro motor really blast them along. They’ll do stunts, wheelstands, jumps! Just rev ’em up and let ’em go! Power Blasters will give you a taste of real power and action.
The ripcord gyro motor gives them stunning speed. And they come with action rider figures that you can put into stunt poses! High speed fairings and exciting team colour schemes and decals as well. Join the Turbo Team! It's excitement in the fast lane!
These cars are hard to stop! When they hit an obstruction they shift gear immediately into reverse and speed off again! The ripcord gyro motor really gets 'em revving for high speed bump thrills.
4x4 POWER BLASTERS

All that gyro speed is now transformed into brute power in these rugged 4x4 models. Power them up with the ripcord spare wheel, engage the gear and they lug their way over all obstacles — just like the real thing!
For thoughtful toys that entertain, amuse, educate and endure, look for the ‘MATCHBOX’ brand.
‘MATCHBOX’, ‘MATCHBOX MODELS OF YESTERYEAR’, ‘MATCHBOX SKYBUSTERS’, ‘MATCHBOX SUPERKINGS’ are trade marks of the ‘MATCHBOX’ Group of Companies and the subject of extensive Trade Mark Registrations (Marca Registrada).

‘MATCHBOX TURBO CHARGERS’ – Registration Pending.

© 1983 ‘MATCHBOX’ International Ltd.
All rights reserved.

Product range and specification are subject to change without notice.

*The names Rolls Royce and Silver Shadow, the Rolls Royce Radiator, Grille and Badge and Rolls Royce trademarks used under licence.

*The names Peterbilt, Kenworth and the letters KW are trademarks licensed by Paccar Incorporated, Bellevue, Washington U.S.A.

*The name Jeep is a registered trademark of the Jeep Corporation.